
End of tenancy cleaning

For End of Tenancy cleaningFor End of Tenancy cleaning all we need is 48-hours notice to organise our cleaners for you. If you are moving in or out of

rented accommodation why don't you give us a ring and ask for our End-of-Tenancy Cleaning Service. Whether you are a

Landlord or tenant - our End of Tenancy Cleaning Service is perfect for you!perfect for you!

All Our staff are DBS checked and insured for your peace of mindAll Our staff are DBS checked and insured for your peace of mind

Mel’s cleaning will provide all the cleaning equipment and materials except bleach, oven cleaner and bin bags. In some

areas we can provide a professional deep clean of both hobs and ovens at a small additional cost. If you use this service

ALL cleaning materials are supplied.

We DO NOT clean any exterior elements and we DO NOT work at height inside your home. You will be invited to

inspect your home thoroughly following the cleaning and asked to sign a satisfaction form. If you are unavailable at the

end of the cleaning, then you will be asked to sign the satisfaction form in advance of the cleaning.

Booking sufficient hours to clean your home is very important, we will make a recommendation, based on our experience

as to how many hours you should book. If you book insufficient hours, or ignore our recommendations, it might not work

out for you... be warned!! If you book hours that we don't need, you'll not be charged for these. It is better to book more

than you need and be SURE the work will be completed, as you will only be charged for the actual hours we work.

If you need us to collect and/or return keys to an agent, then please be aware that the time taken to do this will be

DEDUCTED from the allocated cleaning time or, if you prefer the extra time will be added as additional fees.

Please call us today for a bespoke quotationPlease call us today for a bespoke quotation
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03333 44 8384

abi@mels-cleaning.co.uk
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